Compared to the well understood macro networks, networks-onchip introduce novel design challenges. The characteristics of the system data flows and the knowledge of the required wire lengths can be exploited to optimize for speed and power consumption. A component library for flexible construction of interconnection architectures is being developed at the Tampere University of Technology to enable the creation of application development platforms. The overall design flow of these development platforms is reviewed in this paper. Network-on-chip topology optimization is addressed by describing the methodologies used by an effective design automation tool. The detailed cost functions of the tool capture the factors contributing to the speed and power consumption of asynchronous interconnections, while different abstraction level input information is supported. A case study into the application domain of industrial process control and monitoring is presented in order to evaluate the result quality.
INTRODUCTION
Shrinking geometries of logic circuits have made on-chip interconnects the most prominent performance bottleneck. Tighter wire spacing strengthens signal coupling effects while downscaling increases resistance. As more functionality is integrated into a single chip, interconnection requirements become complex. Summing up, design and verification engineers are increasingly occupied by different communication issues.
Ever increasing mask costs of new processing technologies are forcing Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) to vanish from low-volume markets and frequently updated products. Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs) have been adopted for these applications. Nevertheless, PLDs are plagued by high unit cost and severe performance penalties due to long interconnections. Software controlled architectures provide a good tradeoff between flexibility and efficiency.
Application domain-specific development platforms offer cost amortization over multiple applications through chip-level reuse. The design of these platform architectures is complicated by their large application area. The high software content and programmability imply heavy data traffic that is hard to predict accurately, emphasizing the importance of communication design. However, approximated data flow characteristics enable architecture customization towards target applications. Such customization aims at satisfying operating speed requirements while meeting the power budget. This is achieved by keeping the most critical interconnections as short as possible through system partitioning and block placement in the layout.
Previous research has addressed topology design for macro networks [3, 5, 9, 6] and bottom-up communication synthesis from a fine-grained IP library for a given block placement [8] . We describe the methodologies used by a design automation tool for effective network-on-chip topology optimization. Topologies, that is partitioning and block placement, are optimized by the tool on the basis of an elaborate cost function and heuristics for design space exploration. The detailed cost functions used by the tool capture the factors contributing to the speed and power consumption of asynchronous interconnections. Although the input to the optimizer can be very detailed, rather abstract input is supported for the optimizer to be useful already at an early design stage. The usage of the tool in the context of platform architechture design is illustrated by means of a case study into the application domain of industrial process control and monitoring. The quality of the optimization tool is evaluated by comparing the results against an algorithm that tries to capture the manual process of a human designer. An actual human design for the case study is also considered to exemplify the benefits and restrictions of the tool.
The subsequent sections are arranged as follows. Section 2 discusses an application development platform design flow from a general point of view. Section 3 explains the methodologies used by the tool for topology optimization of asynchronous networks. Operating principles are exemplified through description of the required input and its possible abstractions, the used heuristics, and most importantly the cost functions. Section 4 describes the platform design case study, its application domain, computational requirements, hardware mapping, and communication requirements. Section 5 evaluates a number of interconnection topologies derived for the case study using different methods. The communication requirements derived in section 4 are used as an input to the topology optimization tool.
PLATFORM DESIGN FLOW
A typical platform design flow, illustrated in figure 1 , begins with the exploration of the application domain requirements. The supported applications are broken into tasks (software and hardware processes). Their characteristics (execution time, resource utilization, power dissipation etc.) are derived and mutual dependencies specified. Information about appearance of special functions and function sequencies calling for hardware acceleration is also needed. In a system of multiple applications, tasks may be shared. Thus, the supported systems need to be characterized since a system might be different from the sum of individual applications constituting the system.
Exploiting the characteristics of the targeted systems (including applications and tasks) statistical execution models are formed. On the basis of these models, the temporal processing power requirements are derived to enable the selection of PEs. It is essential not to set too stringent requirements for the design resulting in ASIClike optimizations. Instead, careful cost per performance analysis should be carried out for key parameters to enable tradeoffs that minimize the combined cost of characteristics for large sets of tasks while the performance requirements are met.
The target of mapping and scheduling tasks to the execution units should be at minimization of the global communication traffic. Heavily communicating tasks should be mapped to the same PE if possible. After successful mapping and scheduling, inter-PE communication requirements can be derived. Two simple metrics, throughput and latency, are used to characterize communication between modules. For a more precise characterization, also the communication pattern distribution over time should be considered.
The highest priority issue in interconnection design is to keep the paths with most stringent requirements (highest cost) as short as possible down to the layout level of abstraction to ensure low delays and/or power consumption. This is achieved by exploiting hierarchy and communicational partitioning to groups of PEs running tightly coupled tasks. The Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous (GALS) [7] design paradigm or a similar kind of functional division to clock islands helps with this partitioning. Inside the partitions the relative placement of PEs is optimized to keep the most congested interconnections short. Short interconnections also reduce the number of required metal layers and hence fabrication costs. With a Network-on-Chip (NoC) communication model the number of links (connections from a network node to another) may be decreased for further optimization as long as performance goals are met. However, reducing connections might compromise system functionality under noisy conditions, since alternative paths are restricted.
Interconnection cost per performance optimization is about optimizing the system-level floor plan. Detailed information about each Intellectual Property (IP) block's physical characteristics on the target technology is needed. Accurate estimates of area, shape of the layout, and locations of communication attachment points enable approximations of interconnect length, required number of repeaters, and metal width. The metal thickness in turn determines the layer used as well as affects the electrical delay constant RC. With the approximations it is possible to estimate the achievable operating frequency at different parts of the network, the minimum communication latencies, and the maximum throughputs. These estimates enable refinement of the communication network. Finally, the performance characteristics of the whole system are approximated. If the design fails to meet the specification at any point of the flow, previous stages are resumed for iteration.
By a quick look at the presented design flow, which is by no means exhaustive, it is obvious that NoC platform design includes a variety of non-trivial tasks that should be automated to some extent. The architectural design process itself is so overwhelming that it should not be complicated further by component design activities. Instead, the design team should be able to rely on well-documented and thoroughly verified IP components throughout the project. Ideally, the metrics for all the components should be known on the target technology. If a component is implemented for the first time using the target technology, a performance model for that technology should be derived on the basis of implementation document on a different technology. These models enable early stage performance estimation [1] for design automation purposes. An idealized design flow goes from collecting and grouping the needed data about target applications and IP-blocks to an abstract graphical entry that is refined to the floor plan level of abstraction, simulated, and synthesized [2] .
AUTOMATED TOPOLOGY DESIGN
The following describes how a design automation tool called OIDIPUS (On-chip Interconnection Design Interface for Point-topoint Unidirectional Signaling) handles the communicational division to subsystems and communication network optimization stages of the design flow of figure 1. This tool is designed to accompany a library of reusable communication IP blocks, called Proteo, that allows the simulation and synthesis of different network topologies [10, 11] . The optimization target is determined by the user of OIDI-PUS who gives the weighting factors for power consumption, Wp, and latency, W l . The tool scales these weighting factors so that Wp + W l = 1.
OIDIPUS supports different abstraction levels of input information that is generated in the design phases depicted in figure 1 as derivation of communication constraints and physical IP characterization. Description of a communication channel includes the names of the communicating hosts, the direction of communication, the throughput, and the latency tolerance of the channel. Latency tolerance is measured as the maximum tolerable delay between the transaction request and its completion. Channel specification may also include the probability of changes in the transmitted bit patterns i.e. data activity and the transaction distribution over time. A network host (block that produces and/or consumes communication traffic) is described by its name and the silicon area required for implementation. The host specification can be refined with the layout aspect ratios and the network node (router and arbiter of the network traffic) attachment points. If these parameters are unspecified, the layout is considered square and the node is assumed to be centered on either one of the sides of the host for calculation of wire length in a given link of the network. The information is passed to OIDIPUS in an input file with eXtensible Markup Language (XML) based format.
For the tool to be able to work with an arbitrary topology it needs a connectivity (graph) specification where paths between the possible places of the network hosts are described. A graphical user interface will be developed for specifying arbitrary connectivity graphs. The future versions of the tool will use these graphs as seed specifications to be optimized. The optimization is done under constraints on the maximum number of links to and from a node, the maximum word width of a link, and the maximum logic area for the network nodes and bridges. Reliability constraints, like the minimum number of alternative paths for a communication channel, will also be supported.
The subsequent sections describe the heuristics and cost functions used by OIDIPUS for exploration of possible network topologies and choosing the most optimal ones. Modern heuristic methods have been well established and are guarenteed to produce high quality results. However, the essence of topology optimization lies in the ways of achieving the design goals through tradeoffs. It is crucial that the chosen cost functions capture the varying aspects of the overall problem and allow combinations of optimization objectives.
Exploration Heuristics
In general, the number of possible host placement permutations for a given connectivity graph is n!, where n is the number of network hosts. However, the features of connectivity graphs, such as directionality of the links and redundancy, confine the number of possible and functionally different permutations. For example, in a unidirectional ring there are no link directionality incurred restrictions in communication between the hosts, but the place of one of the hosts can be fixed without restricting the choice of functionally different permutations, which leaves (n − 1)! possibilities. In a bidirectional ring the direction of communication can be changed, which results in equivalent functionality of topologies mirrored along a center axis leaving
different permutations. Considering a bidirectional ring with 10 hosts the number of functionally different permutations is 181,440 and grows rapidly when more hosts are added. An exhaustive search of the permutation space is thus infeasible for systems with a large number of hosts ( 10) .
For the first implementation of OIDIPUS, a simulated annealing algorithm was chosen out of the known heuristic methods for finding optimal or near-optimal solutions. The effectiveness of the algorithm is based on the simulation of thermal movement of atoms inside a slowly cooling substance. For optimization purposes this relates to accepting all new permutations with a lower cost, while new permutations with higher cost are accepted probabilistically. The probability of accepting a higher cost permutation decreases as the simulation advances. The system eventually achieves a frozen ground state and the algorithm exits when analyzed permutations have been rejected with high probability for a predefined number of iterations. The possibility of accepting a higher cost permutation is efficient in preventing the algorithm getting stuck in a local minimum.
Different simulation schedules can be used with the algorithm. Even such schedules produce good results that have a complexity (computation time) of O(n) linearly increasing with n, which is the number of hosts in the case of topology optimization. OIDIPUS determines the simulation schedule from the optimization effort parameter given by the user. The highest optimization effort results in a schedule with a complexity (computation time) of O(n 3 ), while the lowest effort yields a schedule with a complexity of O(n). A more detailed discussion on using simulated annealing to optimize electronic systems can be found in [4] .
The authors of this paper are currently developing a genetic algorithm for OIDIPUS. This algorithm will be benchmarked against the simulated annealing algorithm in terms of the quality of the optimization results and the required computation time. Algorithm efficiency is going to play a major role in the future versions of OIDIPUS, since the search space is going to be extended to almost arbitrary connectivity graphs. Also the cost functions, presented in the following subsections, are anticipated to grow in complexity with added implementation details.
Network Partitioning
Network partitioning in OIDIPUS aims at minimizing the cost of the communication over the partition boundaries. Such communication is considered global, because the physical paths can not be shortened through block placement as effectively as with communication inside a partition. The actual interconnection leghts are determined by the block placement in the layout. Communication path lengths and the lengths of the links along the paths are hence unknown at partitioning time.
Power consumption in global interconnections is dominated by wire length and data activity. With unknown lengths of the physical paths of the communication channels, the power consumption cost of a channel is considered directly proportional to the data activity. For inputs with unspecified data activities, OIDIPUS uses a default value for all the channels. This results in power consumption costs directly proportional to the throughputs of the channels τc crossing a partition boundary. Without the knowledge of physical path and link lengths the actual communication latencies can not be determined. Because partitioning degrades the results of optimization for low latency, the partitioning cost in relation to latency is considered inversely proportional to the latency tolerance of the channels λc crossing a partition boundary.
The number of partitions and the minimum and maximum size of the partitions must be specified for the tool. In the case study part of this paper, partitioning into two is considered without specified data activities. The two partitions are represented by the values 1 and -1 in the cost function for this case in order to cancel out the effects of communication inside the partitions. The function to be minimized now becomes
where Cp is the cost of the partitioning, Nc is the total number of communication channels, τc is the througput of a channel, τca is the througput of an average channel, λca is the latency tolerance of an average channel, λc is the latency tolerance of a channel, Po is the partition of the host from which the channel originates, and Pe is the partition of the host to which the channel ends. The possible values of Po and Pe are 1 and -1 representing the two separate partitions.
Block Placement Optimization
OIDIPUS determines the cost of a network topology by tracing the physical paths that the communication channels can take. To determine the channel cost, the costs of the possible paths are combined by weighting them with the probabilities of usage. If the probabilities have not been determined, they are assigned default values of one for the shortest paths and zero for the others.
For block placement optimization purposes, asynchronous network operation is assumed as well as proper repeater insertion to yield link latencies directly proportional to wire length. When there is a long link somewhere along a physical path, it forms a bottleneck and restricts the speed of the datastream in all the links the stream flows through. Hence, the delay of a physical path is determined by the length of the longest link along the path, L llp , and the number of link-to-link propagations, called hops, that form the path Hp. Considering latency tolerance of a channel (λc) using the path, the latency cost of the channel C lc can be formed as
where λca is the latency tolerance of an average channel, Hpa is the number of hops along an average path, and L llpa is the length of the longest link along an average path. Power consumption, on the other hand, is considered to be proportional to the actual length of the path Lp and the throughput of the channel (τc) using that path. The power consumption cost for a channel Cpc can now be formed as τc τca
Lp Lpa
, where τca is the throughput of an average channel and Lpa is the length of an average path.
If the weighted channel cost terms C lc W l and CpcWp are now summed, the result is the overall cost of a communication channel using a physical path. For an average communication channel of a system on an average physical path of a topology this cost is 1 due to the scaling of the factors. The overall cost function for a block placement f (C bp ) can be obtained by summing the channel costs over the number of channels (Nc) in the system. Scaling the result by dividing it with Nc yields a cost figure that can be quickly evaluated against an average block placement permutation for which the cost is 1. The final, scaled f (C bp ) is given by
CASE STUDY IN PLATFORM DESIGN
Industrial process automation and maintenance requires sophisticated remote monitoring and controlling solutions. Modern production appliances, like robots, often have to adapt to certain events in the process. This kind of reactive functionality implies utilization of sensing devices for visual, aural and/or measurable events. Production lines are quite often used for multiple runs to manufacture different end products. It is thus desirable that the control program can be quickly changed either remotely through a network connection or locally through a user interface. Maintenance can be falitated by the capability of recording and playing back unusual events. The tasks of this application domain are summarized in In table 1, there are no such tasks that are mutually exclusive under all conditions, since we are dealing with an inherently parallel real-life environment. If some sensing task was temporarily suspended, the appliance might not be able to react properly with the consequence that the process is disturbed. The heaviest systemlevel applications are hence assumed to consist of all the supported tasks running in parallel. Of course, individual processes have their unique features, including exclusive events, that can be exploited for optimizing the application software. In platform architecture design, however, assumptions of such features that are not universal to the application domain can not be made.
Computational Requirements
Computing power is needed for system control and signal processing. System control determines the current state on the basis of the input tasks listed in table 1 and takes the course of action that leads to the desired state. A finite state machine in hardware would be an efficient solution for a single application, but since a broader domain of application is targeted the implementation has to be programmable.
In table 1, there are three main categories of input signal processing tasks given in a descending order according to approximate computational complexity. These categories are: visual recognition, aural recognition, and probing. They are further divided to subcategories ordered in a similar fashion. Visual recognition of surroundings and shapes together form the most computation intensive application field called pattern recognition. Aural recognition of recurrent patterns, tones, and transients is more commonly known as voice recognition. These more frequently used categories are subdivided here to illustrate the fact that the computational as well as communicational requirements of seemingly similar tasks vary considerably.
The next step in the design flow is to select PEs on which to map and schedule the tasks. This is done manually here, while the automation of this design stage and its integration to OIDIPUS remains as future work.
Mapping to Hardware Resources
Hardware mapping was done using a divide-and-conquer approach to facilitate application software development. For system control, a general-purpose Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) core accompanied by a lightweight microcontroller was chosen. The RISC core is free to run a more abstract control application while the microcontroller takes care of device specific issues. Two pairs of Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) and Analogto-Digital Converters (ADCs) were specified for signal processing to support separation of aural and visual concerns. Device mapping for the platform under study is described in table 2. Both on-chip devices and required external ones are shown to give an idea about the system environment. For the on-chip devices of table 2, the requirements vary with the capabilities of the external devices and the utilized accuracy of event sensing. The functionality of the on-chip devices should hence be controllable through parameters. Figure 2 presents the required logic blocks and a set of communication channels that enables all the specified tasks of the case study to be performed. Area estimates for the blocks are given in parentheses. These figures have been obtained from the documentation of the reusable IP blocks of this case study. Without such documentation the areas can be estimated using Rent's rule based methodologies like the one described in [1] . The channels with their directions of dataflow are depicted by arrows. The arrows are accompanied by throughput estimates given in bits per second and figures of relative latency tolerance using percentages of the maximum. This information was generated in the application domain exploration stage of the design flow where the tasks and applications were characterized with their I/O requirements. For the hardware to support the high end of the specified resolution range, the worst case bandwidth requirements were chosen to represent the system. These worst case throughputs set the bandwidth requirements for interconnection design. Relative latency tolerances enable block placement optimization for lowest possible system delay. Temporal throughputs, latency tolerances, and data traffic pattern distribution over time are specific to the application and they should be dealt with during the application software development. The information of figure 2 is used in the following as an input specification for OIDIPUS. In this case, the optional parameters (aspect ratios of the host layouts, node positioning, and data activity) are not known at design time. Though the abstraction level of this specification is high, it could be even higher. Systems may be specified as communicating tasks that will each have an implementation as a single network host. If it is not known at network design time how these abstract network hosts are going to be implemented, identical area figures can be given for all the hosts so that the wire length estimates do not have any impact on the results from the cost functions used by OIDIPUS.
Communication Requirements

TOPOLOGIES FOR THE CASE STUDY
The subsequent sections describe network topologies generated for the case study using different methods. Benchmarking of OIDI-PUS against a simple greedy algorithm is discussed in section 5.1. Section 5.2 describes a manually partitioned and optimized topology for which the block placement was reoptimized using OIDI-PUS. The objective of optimization is then changed from latency to power consumption to illustrate how the resulting topology changes with design goals. A topology design using OIDIPUS for both partitioning and block placement is discussed in section 5.3 and compared against the human design.
Simple Benchmark for OIDIPUS
To measure the quality of the results produced by OIDIPUS a simple algorithm for single variable cost optimization was used. The object of optimization was chosen to be a simplification of the power consumption term of formula (2) . Instead of actual path length the number of hops along a path was used and factor averaging was dropped out. The resulting cost function was f (Ct) = Nc c=1 τcHp. The connectivity graph chosen for this simple benchmark was that of a unidirectional ring. The host area and latency tolerance information of figure 2 was neglected.
Because interconnection topologies are frequently optimized by human designers, we tried to capture human-like intelligence in the algorithm against which OIDIPUS was compared. In this algorithm, the communication paths are first sorted into a descending order according to the values of τc. If τc is the same for two channels the sorting is done secondarily on basis of the latency tolerance figure. The ring is assembled by going through the sorted channel list and inserting the network hosts that are not already in the ring. For each inserted host, all the possible places in the ring are tried out and the one resulting in the lowest cost is chosen. Since there are some channels with equal throughput and latency tolerance, the host insertion order can vary producing four different rings with different cost figures.
The cost of a ring produced by the algorithm described above was 3.4 ± 1.4% higher than the cost obtained by OIDIPUS with the same input. The given cost variation for the first algorithm depends on which one of its results is selected for comparison against OIDIPUS. With all of the results from the first algorithm being at least 2% worse than the result from OIDIPUS, it can be stated that optimization performed using human-like intelligence does not achieve the quality of OIDIPUS. The benefits of using OIDIPUS grow rapidly with problem complexity.
Optimization of a Predesigned Topology
An interconnection topology for the development platform, depicted in figure 3 , was partitioned and optimized by a human designer. This topology is designed to support various application implementations by enabling communication between all functional blocks. The network partitioning and block placement aim at keeping the system reaction time to detected events as short as possible. The interconnections consist of two bidirectional rings connected through a dual-ported shared memory. The shared memory block not only acts as a network bridge, but also provides the required data buffering service. If the event sensing information coming from several sources was directly sent to the system control RISC, the corresponding network node and the respective links would become congested and network traffic could be blocked.
The block placement was reoptimized with OIDIPUS concentrating on latency cost. The cost was evaluated using formula (2) . The placement after the reoptimization differed only by one block for both partitions. In partition 1 of figure 3 the sensor input buffer block was moved to a place after the event memory and before the audio DSP block. The latency cost of this partition was improved by 3.2 %. In partition 2 the protocol processor block was moved to a place after the display controller and before the control signal DAC. The latency cost for the partition was improved by a mere 0.3 % leading to the conclusion that a human designer is efficient through the utilization of a divide-and-conquer approach. Figure 4 depicts a block placement optimized by OIDIPUS for low power consumption. If the latency cost term is given more weight here, the motor controller block will move closer to the microcontroller. If the weighting is biased further towards latency optimization, the protocol processor starts to move away from the RISC to allow a shorter path between the microcontroller and the RISC.
A Comparable Design Using OIDIPUS
A topology comparable to the human design was derived utilizing only the OIDIPUS tool. The system was first partitioned by the tool into two subnetworks both having bidirectional ring interconnections. The block placement step was then performed separately for each partition. If the event memory block is considered as a network bridge belonging to both partitions like depicted in figure  3 , the results from automatic partitioning for lowest system delay are equal to the human design. In the case that a network node is not allowed to have more than one input and one output in addi- tion to the host interface, a network bridge is required and the event memory has to be assigned a unique partition. Optimizing the partitioning and block placement for this case results in the topology of figure 5 . Like for the human design, the cost minimization effort was concentrated on the overall system delay.
Characteristics of the two different network partitionings are summarized in table 3. The cost figures for partitioning (Cp) and block placement (C bp ) are given without the averaging shown in the formulas (1) and (2) . This has been done to allow direct comparison of the results. The average figures are topology-specific and hence prohibit direct comparison of results from different topologies. The Cp figure for the human design has been calculated by defining the partition boundary such that the event memory belongs to partition 1. For the OIDIPUS design, the Cp figure was about 32 % lower than for the human design.
The total length of the interconnections is about 15 % shorter in the OIDIPUS design than in the human design, because in the OIDIPUS design there are fewer links to and from the network node hosted by the event memory block. Being the largest block in the system, the event memory requires the longest links for connection to the network. For the OIDIPUS design, the average path lengths are about 11 % shorter than for the human design. With asynchronous implementations, this implies lower average path delays for the OIDIPUS design. There are five communication channels more in the OIDIPUS design than in the human design due to the fact that the channels that cross the partition boundary are effectively split into two. The use of a network bridge adds an extra link to the system and hence increases the path delays. The total C bp figures of table 3 illustrate the combined cost of all the communication channels of the system. These total cost figures reveal that the human design beats the OIDIPUS design by a narrow margin (less than 2 %). Hence, the ability of a human designer to exploit the shared memory block as a passive network bridge led to a good design despite the fact that the block placement was not optimal. However, with the addition of an active network bridge the application developers are given more freedom by allowing direct communication between any two network hosts without temporary storage in memory and costly protocols to read the memory from time to time for possible updates.
For such an exploration tool like OIDIPUS, system partitioning degrades the achievable level of optimization through block placement for the resulting partitions. This is partly due to the reduced level of freedom in block placement and in part due to the partitioning cost function, which minimizes the cost of the traffic over the partition boundary and thus maximazes the cost of the traffic inside the partitions. Formula (2) enables easy evaluation of the achieved level of optimization compared to an average unoptimized design for which the resulting cost is 1. Exploiting this feature it can be said that the manually partitioned design had a relative cost reduction of about 25 % for the individual partitions in average whereas the reduction achieved for the automatically partitioned network was approximately 33 %. For comparison, OIDIPUS was used to optimize the block placement for the unpartitioned case study specification with a bidirectional ring as a connectivity graph. The result was a relative cost reduction of 38 % compared to an average unoptimized design. The overall length of the ring interconnects was 10.7 mm with an average path length of 2.88 mm for 3.5 hops. Thus, compared against the partitioned human design, the average path is 45 % longer and has 65 % more links to propagate through. These figures could be expected to reflect the difference in C bp for similar levels of optimization. In this case, the actual difference in C bp between the designs was less than 27 %. These results clearly show that the level of achievable optimization through block placement increases with the level of freedom, that is partition size, and the heterogeneity of the partition.
CONCLUSION
Network topology optimization by exploiting application domain specific features was discussed. An efficient automation tool for the exploration of the topology design space was introduced. Cost functions for network partitioning and block placement were formulated. The relative optimization effort can be specified separately for operating speed and power consumption through the use of weighting factors in the cost functions. The outline for the future development of the introduced tool was described. Features will be added and cost evaluation will be refined to adapt to lower abstraction level problems.
A case study in application development platform design was presented. The network topology optimization tool was used with the case study specification to solve different optimization problems concerning block placement and partitioning. Given the communication specification of a system and a high level of freedom in block placement, considerable optimizations are possible through automatic exploration of the implementation space. Placement of hosts of different size in a network has a significant impact on wire length and thereby the local operating speed and power consumption of both synchronous and asynchronous networks.
Human designers usually address problems with high degree of freedom by taking a divide-and-conquer approach, though partitioning of the problem possibly limits the achievable levels of optimization. For unpartitioned problems or problems with multiobjective cost functions, human designers are likely to produce results of moderate quality. The introduced tool addresses these situations. Some systems include such features that can only be effectively exploited by a human designer. The presented case study illustrated a situation, where a human designer could use a shared memory block as a passive network bridge to lower the system delays. Like for many other design problems, the best results are achieved by combining the effectivity of computational optimization with human intelligence.
